Computational scientists across a multitude of disciplines write software, and software engineers have expounded upon software best practices for more than 40 years. In general, however, computational scientists don’t read software engineering literature and software engineers don’t concern themselves with the software that scientists write. This is the gap that was explored by participants in two workshops sponsored by IBM in Toronto, Canada.

The first workshop was led by a panel of six, each of whom expressed views on scientific software and concerns for dialog between software engineers and computational scientists. The second workshop consisted of six presentations of current research on software engineering topics relevant to scientists. The panelists and presenters represented a range of experience both in their years as practitioners and in their diverse backgrounds. Roughly half were from academic and research institutes, while the other half hailed from various industries.

Discussions in the two workshops pointed to missed opportunities for software engineering research to explore and provide novel and useful tools and approaches for scientists developing software.

First to emerge from the workshops was the delineation of two distinct types of software, both falling under the umbrella of “scientific software”:

- end-user application software, such as code written to model the distribution of microorganisms in the Alaskan gyre; and
- tools that provide support for scientists to express their models in code and execute their software solutions, including scientific libraries (such as BLAS/VTK) and program environments (such as Matlab).

Despite scientists feeling that software engineering has ignored them, scientists acknowledge that software has grown from the 1960s in ways that have changed substantially how a scientist works. Computations accomplished now were unheard of even a decade ago. The complexity of the computing carried out by scientists has increased dramatically.

Complexity of software in general hasn’t gone unnoticed by the software engineering community. Software engineers have developed processes and tools to manage complexity. Despite the fact that the workshop participants believe that such processes and tools are useful for software development, scientists often fail to take advantage of them. The complexity managed by these tools and processes is, for scientists, secondary in importance to the complexity inherent in their science. The scientific domain complexity embodied in scientific software won’t go away and manifests itself in various ways that software engineers aren’t addressing.

**Testing**

One manifestation is the lack of test oracles for scientific software. The problems to be solved by scientific software are always difficult. The reason the software exists is that the problem can’t be solved in other ways. Because the solution doesn’t already exist, there’s no accurate test oracle that can tell the scientist whether the answers are correct. This affects the whole activity of testing. Most software engineering testing techniques assume accurate oracles and the ability to realistically run large suites of tests and interpret the results. There’s a paucity of software engineering research into effective testing without oracles, and indeed on any code-testing technique specifically suited for scientific software.

**Code Review**

One panelist pointed out that testing results in “reviewing the output instead of reviewing the code.” Everyone agrees that code review is a good idea. However, it’s difficult to incorporate code review into work practices without the large overhead it commonly entails.

One panelist described her environment, in which a senior engineer reviews the work of subordinates. That is, the junior staff members bring in...
new ideas, while senior staff members impart their experiences. This is a common practice in areas such as structural engineering. Peer review of scientific software should be more widespread, including peer review of software used for academic research.

**Design**

Complexities in scientific software also contribute uncertainties in models and data, dependencies on interactions with computational methods, and difficulties in understanding what the computer has output. Software design for scientists has very special needs.

Expression of theoretical concepts in computational and, eventually, coded form involves several difficult transitions. A logical aid for the scientists is a way to express their solutions in a conceptually higher notation than code. Several communities have developed domain-specific languages but the problem is that they don't integrate together, leaving some scientists learning multiple languages.

Several communities have developed domain-specific languages but the problem is that they don't integrate together, leaving some scientists learning multiple languages.

**Process**

One panelist described software engineering as the endeavor to make a viable business out of developing and supporting software. For industrial applications more than academic applications, process becomes a contentious issue.

One of the panelists worked in a contractual situation where his institution hired an outside company to write scientific software. This software was in turn used to support the engineering needs of other customers. The immediate difficulty was in communicating their needs to the contractor, particularly in the timing of pertinent information. The contractors were using a waterfall development model, where the staged documentation fits well with contractual processes. Unfortunately, it doesn't fit well with the realities of scientific software development. After three years, the institution had “lots of documentation and nothing to sell.”

It's unfortunate that the waterfall software development model is the most commonly known development model, and probably one of the most studied in terms of its problems. For developing scientific software, other models are needed.

Using any software development process where the main goal of meeting delivery dates and budgetary limits is achieved by trading off quality and functionality won't work. Scientists need software that does everything it needs to do and doesn't lie to them.

One panelist described his company’s process as follows. A small group of multidisciplinary people develop the software. The software is “released” to engineers within the company for use in supporting external customers. The software remains in this internal release mode for approximately a year. By the time the software is released to external customers, it has undergone about a year of “real world” use and any problems found are fixed.

Software engineering has routinely stamped the development of scientific software as “ad hoc.” Yet scientific computation has a 60-year history, which would suggest that scientists have developed successful common practices over that time. Software engineering research needs
to identify and characterize these common practices.

**Tool Support**

A scientist’s goal and professional recognition comes through science, not through learning software tools. Immature, bloated, and buggy tools increase the scientist’s distrust of new technology. Researchers have cautioned scientists against being on the bleeding edge of new software technology: let others test it. The challenge to software engineers is to provide useful, reliable, and usable tools for scientists. This can only be accomplished by understanding how scientists work.

One presenter commented that tools are needed to tame the “incidentally” in developing scientific software. Science and mathematics are essentials for scientists, but software development is incidental—and incidentals get in the way.

Testing tools for scientists must support different perspectives on how scientific codes should behave. For example, testing tools must support floating-point arithmetic in ways that allow checking for different non-zero tolerances. Scientists don’t want fault tolerance in their code, they want fault intolerance: testing tools could help by causing the code to fail if a code fault causes an output that exhibits an inaccuracy greater than some limit.

Debuggers also came under fire. A common type of debugging problem in scientific software is the cause-effect chasm, in which evidence of the bug and the bug’s cause are widely separated. Debuggers don’t handle this well. Debuggers with visualization capabilities would be useful to scientists: time-series graphs or graphs based on other dependent variables would help visualize large sequences of data or internal variable values.

Tools that automatically extract equations from code are needed to support code reviews. Scientists could also use a “tweaking tool” to modify assumptions and trace the effect on the output.

Finally, participants identified user interfaces (UIs) as a messy problem. Scientists need a tool to automate UI generation that also enforces the separation between the UI and the calculations. Current tools hopelessly tangle code that handles graphical widgets with code that does calculations.

Currently, we lack mechanisms to pass along the experience and knowledge gathered by established scientists to the new scientists or the new software engineers helping them.

**Education**

Several participants expressed great concern over a general lack of necessary knowledge—specifically, scientists not understanding the complexity of the computer world they’re using, and software engineers ignorant of the scientific domain they’re supposed to support. As one participant put it, “Scientists typically have a lot of rigor in their work, but the same level of discipline fails to happen when they sit in front of a computer.” Another panel member said he’s finding that numerical calculations are being programmed by people who don’t understand them. And a recent article identifies “an oft-heard complaint on a Usenet newsgroup …: ‘why is 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.1 not equal to 0.3?’”

Currently, we lack mechanisms to pass along the experience and knowledge gathered by established scientists to the new scientists or the new software engineers helping them. Given the already cramped schedule for engineering and scientific curricula, there’s simply no time to thoroughly train the next generation in everything they should know. Choosing the most relevant topics to teach remains a difficult question. Education should not only make scientists aware of the appropriate software engineering techniques to make their work easier, but also make software engineers more savvy of scientific modeling, numerical methods, and the problems specific to scientific computing.

Scientists have long been writing code to support and explore their science. Workshop participants voiced myriad suggestions for future software research. Although scientists have been characterized as conservative in adopting new software tools and approaches, if they’re offered something that provides obvious advantages without compromising their code correctness, they’ll enthusiastically adopt it. Science is often concerned with pushing the boundaries of known knowledge, so it’s no surprise that scientists push the limits of all the tools they use. That is, they find new ways to break the tools. It also means they create new questions to answer.

The complexities inherent in scientific software are challenging. Continued discussions on scientific computing
comparing, computing will bridge the gap between scientists and software engineers and draw on the experience of both communities to address these problems.
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